Military Values in Business

Honor2Lead — Military Values in Business is a global simulcast created to bring together the top minds and leaders in these fields to ignite a global conversation on ethics and values, and effectively teach these principles to modern-day and next generations leaders.

PRESENTERS:

★ Dr. John Maxwell — Leading Unbreakable Teams
★ Lieutenant General James L. Terry — Overcoming Crisis Through Leadership
★ Julia Davis — Earning Customer Trust and Operating with Ethics Above All
★ Jay Rogers — Courage is the Foundation of Innovation and Progress
★ Major General Stayce Harris — Leadership by Example and Breaking Paradigms

Fri, September 25, 2015
8 to 11:30 a.m.
Lake Region State College
Devils Lake, ND

REGISTRATION AND INFORMATION

701-662-1578
800-443-1313 x 21578
www.lrsc.edu/workforce

$65 per person before August 15th
$80 per person August 15 - Sep 14th
$95 per person after Sep 14th

Cancellation 6 days or more prior to training date is 25% fee and 5 days or less to training is nonrefundable.

Payment due upon registration
(Valued at $199 per person)